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1. Bone Marrow, Blood Cells, 
Stem Cells and Transplants



Bone Marrow, Blood Cells, Stem Cells and Transplants

G. Reading for Research

Personal Achievement Goal: to show that I can ask good questions to 
f ind out more information. 

What topic would you like to know more about? 

What stem 
cells are 
used for

The f irst bone 
marrow 

transplants  

Diseases of 
the blood

What diseases 
are treated by 

transplants

Choose one topic. List the questions you’d like to ask: 

 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 



Bone Marrow, Blood Cells, Stem Cells and Transplants

H. Projects With My Friends

1.  We asked three people what they knew about the connection  
 between bones and blood, and what we found out was...

2.   We asked three people what they knew about stem cells; they  
 said...

3.  We pretended to be Brady’s doctor and explained to him why  
 he needed to have new stem cells and how they would help  
 him get well again.

4.  We found out about blood cells and the diseases that can 
 affect them. 



Bone Marrow, Blood Cells, Stem Cells and Transplants

2. PAIN! Broken, Dislocated 
and Repairing Bones 



PAIN! Broken, Dislocated and Repairing Bones PAIN! Broken, Dislocated and Repairing Bones

G. Reading for Research

Personal Achievement Goal: to show that I can ask good questions to 
f ind out more information. 

What topic would you like to know more about? 

Repairing 
broken 

animal bones

Training to be 
an orthopaedic

surgeon

Tools used to 
drill into bones 
to repair them

Using 3D 
printers to 

design
new bones

Choose one topic. List the questions you’d like to ask: 

 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 



PAIN! Broken, Dislocated and Repairing Bones

H. Projects With My Friends

1.  We asked three people what they knew about broken and  
 dislocated bones, and what we found out was...

2.   We asked if anybody had broken a bone, how it was broken  
 and how it was repaired, and what we found out was...

3.  We asked three people what they thought the best part of  
 being an orthopaedic surgeon would be, and what we found  
 out was...

4.  We found out about diseases that make bones break easily... 



    3. Rag and Bone Men

Rag and Bone Men



Rag and Bone Men

G. Reading for Research

Personal Achievement Goal: to show that I can ask good questions to 
f ind out more information. 

What topic would you like to know more about? 

What bone
 is used

 for today

Rendering 
factories

Making soap in 
Victorian times

People who still 
use a horse 

and cart

Choose one topic. List the questions you’d like to ask: 

 - 
 - 
 - 
 - 



Rag and Bone Men

H. Projects With My Friends

1.  We asked three people if they knew of anything that is made  
 from bone and they said...

2.   We asked three people what they thought was the best use for   
 old bones and they said...

3.  We told three people about the work that Fred did as a rag  
 and bone man and asked them if they would like that type of 
 work; they said...



    4. Old Bones Tell Their 
Story: King Richard III 



Old Bones Tell Their Story: King Richard III

G. Reading for Research

Personal Achievement Goal: to show that I can ask good questions to 
f ind out more information. 

What topic would you like to know more about? 

Work that 
forensic 

scientists do

Finding old 
skeletons

Analysing 
skeletons found 

in old burial 
sites

Training to 
be a forensic 

scientist

Choose one topic. List the questions you’d like to ask: 

 - 
 - 
 - 
 -



Old Bones Tell Their Story: King Richard III

H. Projects With My Friends

1.  We told three people about all the information that scientists  
 can learn from analysing old bones and asked them what they  
 thought was most interesting; they said...

2.   We asked three people if they would like to be a forensic 
 scientist and they said...
 
 
3.  We pretended we were making a documentary about f inding  
 and analysing the skeleton and wrote down the questions we  
 would ask the scientists. 

4.  We found out what King Richard III did during his reign. 



     5. Olympic Joint
      Medal Tables

Olympic Joint Medal Tables



Olympic Joint Medal Tables

G. Reading for Research

Personal Achievement Goal: to show that I can ask good questions to 
f ind out more information. 

What topic would you like to know more about? 

Mending joint 
problems

Being a sports 
trainer

Replacing joints 
like hips and 

shoulders

Athletes who 
have injured 
their joints

Choose one topic. List the questions you’d like to ask: 

 - 
 - 
 - 
 -

  



 

Olympic Joint Medal Tables

H. Projects With My Friends

1.  We asked three people if they knew the names of three 
 different types of joints, and what we found out was...

2.   We asked three people what they thought were the most useful  
 joints in their bodies for the type of work they did, and what we  
 found out was...

3.  We asked three people what sort of athlete they would like to  
 be and then we told them which joints would need to be really  
 strong for their chosen sport. 


